ACROSS
1 Italian salad (9)
6 Instagram and such (6,5)
12 Excessive (13)
13 Fantasy football stat (7)
14 Let off steam (9)
15 An extraordinary event (11)
17 Taco Bell condiment (5)
18 Use this hashtag when sharing social posts about your alma mater (10)
20 Don Johnson’s “Miami ________” (4)
21 Symbol on a secure website (4)
23 Decline in value or price (10)
25 When you’re out of practice (6)
26 An amount of money sent as a payment for something (10)
28 The immature pod of any of various bean plants, eaten as a vegetable (5,5)
29 Shakespearean pronoun (5)
32 Firmly established (4-6)
33 “You ________ Meant for Me” by Jewel (4)
35 Shield of Jupiter (4)
36 Gather a flower and preserve it (10)
38 Assume some authority (8,5)
41 Alto instrument (7,4)
42 They sell to the public (9)
44 Cause to be alone (7)
46 In a self-reliant way (13)
47 Humankind (4,7)
48 When meeting a chief executive, treat him or her with basic respect (9)

DOWN
1 Bride’s walk (5)
2 Spot trouble from this part of boat (7)
3 Where business is ________ (8)
4 Shipboard meal (9,8)
5 The announcement doesn’t carry much weight (5)
6 Traffic-jam speed (6,4)
7 Tree with heart-shaped leaves (7)
8 ________Hillman is W. P. Carey’s first-ever female dean (3)
9 One of the Rolling Stones (6)
10 A music scale that is either major or minor (8,5)
11 Within reason (9)
16 A slice of cake that a dieter doesn’t eat, en francais (5,2,10)
17 Sun-powered energy (5)
18 It happened on 34th Street (7)
19 ________is a ________ in words like biology and biography (9,4)
23 Post for which you pay a high price (7)
24 Music category (3)
27 Caddyshack prop (3)
29 Students don’t get enough of this (5)
30 Sees way around advertisements for walkways along beach (10)
31 With that (9)
34 Let’s get down to (8)
37 Frozen treat (4-3)
39 Leftovers (7)
40 Reasons for cramming (6)
42 Contemporary copy held by literature professor (5)
43 You’re cramping my (5)
45 Sixth sense (3)

SUDOKU
Numbers more your thing?

SOLUTIONS
You’ll find the answers to the W. P. Carey magazine crossword and Sudoku on our website: wpcarey.asu.edu/crossword
While you’re checking the crossword and Sudoku solutions online, connect with us and share your thoughts:
LinkedIn alumni group wpcarey.asu.edu/linkedin
Facebook facebook.com/wpcareyschool
Twitter @WPCareySchool
Prefer email? Send editorial submissions and letters to the editor: editor.wpcmagazine@asu.edu
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From career changes to new members of the family, we want to hear about what’s going on in your life. Class notes is the perfect way to stay in touch with your alma mater and the W. P. Carey community: wpcarey.asu.edu/magazine
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